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Title of proposal 

 
Mental Health Act Integration Programme 

Lead Regulator 

 

CQC 

Contact for enquiries 

 
 

xxxxxxxxxx@cqc.org.uk 
xxxxxxxxxx@cqc.org.uk (Lead analyst) 

 

BITA@cqc.org.uk 
 

Date of assessment 17 May 2017 
Commencement date April 2016 
Origin Domestic 

Does this include 
implementation of a Cutting 
Red Tape review?  

No 

Which areas of the UK will be 
affected? 

England  
 
 

 
Brief outline of activity 

 

In January 2015, we started an internal programme of work (the Mental Health Act Integration 
programme) to look at how we could strengthen our role with mental health services and 
improve the way we combine our responsibilities under the Health and Social Care Act (HSCA) 
with our Mental Health Act (MHA) functions. This built upon the changes we had made to the 

way CQC carries out inspections of mental health services as part of our new approach and how 
we could reduce any duplication for mental health providers and patients.  The tasks carried out 
by MHA reviewers during comprehensive inspections will not include meeting with patients in 
private but instead focuses on providers' systems, process and governance of the MHA.  In 

some circumstances it may be necessary to conduct a focused MHA activity during a 
comprehensive inspection which could include exploring a specific topic in more detail.  For 
example we might review whether the governance structures in a provider mean that they can 
oversee and monitor the implementation of the MHA in their service effectively.     

We revised our visiting framework for the regular MHA monitoring visits; this went live from April 
2016. This work included reviewing and developing new tools to use on monitoring visits and 
increasing the information we can gather from providers about the way the MHA, guiding 
principles and MHA Code of Practice 2015 standards are being applied by them.  

Working with service users, staff and provider representatives we created new tools to: 

• Increase the focus on patient experience and engagement e.g. introduction of new 
patient engagement & carer interview forms. 

• Improve the consistency of visit activity so we will have more opportunities to compare 



 

practice between wards, services and providers.  
• Make sure there is clarity about the purpose of the standalone MHA monitoring visits 

outside of wider regulatory inspection.   
• Reduce duplication of activity with that undertaken on comprehensive regulatory 

inspections to avoid confusion for providers.  The saving here is largely for CQC staff; 
this would not be a saving to providers. 

• Use the learning from the tools and methodology, created for inspections under our 
new approach to improve the existing tools for MHA visits. 

As a result of these changes we are publishing new guidance on our website in June 2017 which 
we expect all affected providers to read. 

 
Which type of business will be affected? How many are estimated to be affected? 

Any services where patients are being detained or are likely to be detained under the Mental 
Health Act (MHA) will be affected by the changes. 
 

Our data, though subject to some limitations, indicates that there are 161 mental health services 
in the independent sector that detain patients under the MHA.   
 
The Department of Health proposes that we treat six percent of independent mental health 

providers as private.  The vast majority of the funding for the care of patients detained under the 
MHA will be funded by the NHS, even if they are in independent facilities.  This is because these 
organisations are providing services under the Mental Health Act, which is a statutory duty and 
classified as public sector provision. Therefore a high proportion of the independent mental 

health should be classified as public sector.  DH proposes we apply the same split as is applied 
to the GP sector – another sector with a significant degree of funding from the NHS – which is 
why we propose the figure is six percent. 
 

This means approximately 10 businesses are affected by this change (6% x 161 services = 9.66 
services). 
 
Each of these businesses (providers) is likely to have multiple locations where they deliver 

services.  A CQC colleague with 6 years’ senior experience in the Independent Mental Health 
sector indicates that the largest services have 20+ locations, and the smallest ones have around 
5 locations.  We take a mid-point in our calculations of a large provider with 26 sites and a small 
provider with 5 locations, and therefore assume that each service has 16 locations. 

 
Summary of costs and benefits 
Price base 
year 

Implementation 
date 

Duration of 
policy 
(years) 

Net Present 
Value 

Business Net 
Present Value 

Net cost to 
business 
(EANDCB) 

BIT score 

2015 
 

April 2016 10 0.02 0.02 0 0 

 
Please set out the impact to business clearly with a breakdown of costs and benefits  

Below we set out the methodology used and our estimates of the impacts of this change.  We 
based all of the assumptions described below on discussions with colleagues in CQC with 

knowledge of the independent Mental Health sector.  Given that this costing rounds down to 
zero, we have not sought further input from providers as it would not be proportionate to invest 
resources in establishing this given the scale of the expected impact. 



 

 
1. Monitoring visits will no longer happen on regulatory inspections 

Standard MHA monitoring visits will no longer happen on regulatory inspections.  This change 
just shifts the time providers spend on MHA review-related activities to a different date; 

providers’ activities will remain the same.  Therefore the net impact of this change is nil. 
 
2. We have published new guidance on these changes which we expect all affected 
providers to read 

In Winter 2016/17 CQC published a communication bulletin for providers about these changes 
which we expect all affected providers to read.  This is a communication activity that is excluded 
from the scope of the Business Impact Target. 

 

3.  Time spent on familiarising themselves with the new guidance  

There is a short piece of guidance for providers on this change that will go on our website in 
June 2017.   

 This guidance is 338 words long.   

 We believe it is pitched at Graduate reading level, which means it is read at a speed of 75 
words per minute, which means it would take around 4.5 minutes to read. 

 We assume a Registered Manager in each location within a provider reads this guidance. 

 

We estimate that this represents a one-off cost of around £200 to all affected providers (0.1 
hours x £15.36 per hour x 10 businesses x 16 locations x 1.2 for 20% overheads = £208). 

 

4. Reports are more consistent now saving providers reading time 

Since standard MHA monitoring review visits no longer happen routinely at the same time as 

regulatory inspections, the reports produced at the end of monitoring visits will be standalone.  
Inspection reports carried out under our HSCA duties will no longer comment on how a provider 
is performing against its MHA obligations.  This change will save providers some time from 
having to cross-reference across two different reports when trying to get an idea of how they are 

performing their duties in relation to the MHA.   

 We assume each business saves 60 minutes per year by no longer reviewing the 
regulatory inspection report alongside the MHA monitoring report  

 We assume one manager in the provider reads the guidance, and their wage is assumed 
to be £15.36 per hour (based on 2015 ONS data). 

 We assume overheads of 20.2% (using Eurostat 2016 assumptions). 

 

We estimate this yields an annual saving of approximately £2,800 (1 hour X 10 businesses x 16 
locations x £15.36 x1.2 for 20% overheads = £2,764). 

 

5.  Fewer MHA reviewers on site for regulatory inspections.   

This change means that the number of MHA reviewers on site for regulatory inspections should 
decline.  By how much will depend on the size of the provider.  We do not believe that this 
should have an impact on providers though as this will not change the information we collect on 

visits and inspections, and the inspection activities will remain the same. 
 
Indirect costs and benefits 



 

We do not believe there are any indirect costs or indirect benefits to business arising from these 
changes. 

 


